
  

  

 

Similes and Metaphors 

How they work: 

Similes and metaphor reveal a perception of one thing or one action by comparing it to another 

thing or action.  Similes acknowledge that they do this through the use of a comparative 

connecting word (He was as tall as a tree) whereas a metaphor masks the comparison, stating it 

simply as fact (He was a tree).  Notice that the latter can stand elucidation as his “treeness” might 

be his height, but it also might be his stability or his age or the texture of his skin or . . .   well, 

any quality in a tree that might then be clarified through further writing. 

Simile and metaphor serve not only as descriptive devices but also as point-of-view specifiers. 

A narrator, even an omniscient one, has a specific take on the world explored in a literary work.  

In a magical world of wizards and kings, something is unlikely to move as fast as a jet, even if it 

moves at what we would call Mach 2.  It would be more likely to move faster than sound itself 

or at the speed of tomorrow’s thunder.  A strong simile informs the reader not only of the 

condition of the person or thing described, but also a great deal about the mind of narrator and 

about the world the characters inhabit. 

How similes and metaphors can weaken your written and spoken word! 

When I groped about in the cavern of my skull for a simile to examine in the previous 

paragraph, I first grabbed four or five from the front shelf that I discarded to avoid cliché.  

“Slippery as an eel,” “quiet as a mouse,” “big as a house,” all jumped up and down, hands 

raised, saying, “pick me!  Pick me!” 

I talk a good game, but in truth everything I teach people to improve upon in their own work is 

a thing I must remain constantly vigilant about in my own.  So, I model the error, and the 

solution. 

Slippery as an eel” reeks of cliché. Moreover, unless the tenor of the metaphor is a greased pig, 

the very word “slippery” in this context is a metaphoric cliché describing someone who is 

untrustworthy, deceitful.  The comparison that has become shorthand must be expunged.  It is 

the grace of an elegantly honed metaphor or simile that it stands a chance of someday 

degenerating into grating cliché or idiomatic usage, but this only happens if the original, heard 

or read for the first time, so aptly and elegantly captures a comparison that others seek to 

capture it as beautifully as did you.  Cliché is the linguistic ghost of a wordsmith whose name 

fades to antiquity.  You are the sun.  The sun allows no ghosts. Burn through them to new truth 

and observation. 

Find the right comparisons and both your world and the lens through which you share it may 

be revealed in seemingly effortless prose. 



  

  

Each easy, cliché simile, each familiar, overused metaphor glosses prose to shorthand and offers 

the mind of the reader such beanbag comfort that it dozes for an instant, possibly more than an 

instant, missing a sentence or two before it remembers to wake.  Do not put your audience to 

sleep.  Not for a moment.  .  

 

Why it matters: 

The human mind makes connections.  It compares and contrasts as an instinctive response to 

any two stimuli. It creates dragons from cloud shapes. At night, in dreams, the mind substitutes 

places for times, décor for feelings. It swaps the faces of our loved ones to reveal our 

unacknowledged conflations.  The simile and the metaphor are a literary distillation of the 

symbol-for-thing nature of language itself.  These powerful linguistic devices, used well, used 

to express specific, original observation gently wake the synapses in the reader that first 

triggered in the mind of the author. 

  



  

  

 

SIMILE DRILLS 

Make some simple descriptive comparisons that you have never heard before.  Create the 

images you intend.  Play with similes for a while. 

She had a smile like a medieval castle. 

His clothes fit him like willow bark. 

as tall as the tales he told 

longer than a Brooklyn lease 

        than a last look 

         than a Springsteen concert 

Play with them. 

 

______________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________________ 

  



  

  

 

The sarcastic simile 

In the Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy, Douglas Addams describes spaceships that hang in the 

air in precisely the way bricks don’t.  I read it a long time ago but that stuck with me.  The pure 

sarcastic metaphor really just depends on using the opposite descriptive of that which you 

intend to illuminate (the TENOR of the simile) and then an accurate comparative objext (the 

VEHICLE of the simile)  

He was about as handsome as a slug     

BROKEN DOWN:  the appearance of the person described, the tenor of the simile is NOT 

considered handsome by the narrator.  “As handsome as,” sets us up to THINK the person is 

perceived as handsome.  The revelation of the vehicle, a slug feeds us the soft, glistening, 

mushy facade that few would consider handsome. Voila, a simple sarcastic metaphor created 

and then wholly destroyed through dissection. 

 

Rocco the Pitbull bounded in, as powerful as a Guinea Pig 

TENOR: ___the power of the pitbull__  

VEHICLE: ____the Guinnea Pig______   

 

I sped along as fast as rush hour 

TENOR: ___________________________ 

VEHICLE: ___________________________ 

 

The kid proved himself to be as bright as a tire 

TENOE:  _____________________________ 

VEHICLE: ______________________________ 

  



  

  

 

Create a few reverse similes! 

 

______________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________________ 

 

 

Metaphors describe through direct substitution of the tenor with the vehicle. 

His voice was lentil soup. 

He lived in a third story walkup, twelve-hundred dollar a month prison cell. 

She walked the city’s canyons 

The table felt lawns of the golf course spread before the players 

 

The simplest structure of the metaphor (A was B or A us B) pull us into the passive voice and 

demand the least of the reader.  The more hidden the metaphor becomes in the structure of the 

sentence through the use of active voice, effective verbs and so on, the more the reader must 

deconstruct internally to understand the intended meaning.   

At times, the tenor of the metaphor may come to be entirely implied.  In the second example 

above, the apartment described never shows up on the page (until now).  The apartment, the 

tenor of the metaphor, gets built in the mind of the reader as its qualities come to light: “third-



  

  

story walkup, twelve-hundred dollar a month” tells the reader that an apartment is under 

discussion and once the reader has used those bits of information to construct a sketch, to 

design and construct an apartment in a place – probably a city, not an expensive building if it’s 

a walkup, the kind of apartment the reader imagines would cost twelve-hundred dollars in 

such a city in such location.  Only after the reader has built the domicile does the narrator reveal 

it to be a “prison cell,” giving us not just a sense of appearance but of the character and/or the 

narrator’s perception of the place’s significance. Not a home, not a hovel, not a sanctuary, 

though at times it may be all of these things. This is a prison cell. 

Write a few simple metaphors THAT YOU HAVE NEVER HEARD BEFORE. 

__________________________________________________________ 

 

 

__________________________________________________________ 

 

__________________________________________________________ 

 

Write a few more subtle metaphors, finding ways to stay in the active voice and ways to 

disguise the tenor 

 

__________________________________________________________ 

 

 

__________________________________________________________ 

 

 

__________________________________________________________ 

 

The EXTENDED METAPHOR or the EXTENDED SIMILE can serve to further a reader’s 

understanding of a comparison and can often function as a terrific joke structure.  A is like B 

(the simple simile) because (specific shares qualities). 

(PRO TIP FOR FINDING THE EXTENDED METAPHOR.  IMAGINE ENDING THE SIMPLE 

METAPHOR AND HEARING SOMEONE TOO DENSE TO KEEP UP WITH YOU SAYING, 

“Really?  How so?”  Then answer without rolling your eyes.) 



  

  

She was like a cup of coffee, warm, a little bitter, and the first thing I wanted in the 

morning. 

His neon sign smile filled the room in flashes, a flickering buzz that drew in the curious 

and then revealed them in the most unflattering light imaginable. 

Write a whole bunch of extended metaphors and similes.  Or just one of each.  None of this will 

be graded.  These are just drills to get your brain used to expressing original ideas through 

powerful literary structures 

___________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________ 

 

__________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________ 

 


